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I. Sample preparation and measurement method
Silver nanowires suspended in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) with a concentration of 5 mg/mL were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation. A drop of IPA with silver nanowires was diluted with
reagent alcohol and sonicated for 20 seconds to obtain a uniform dispersion. The obtained
nanowire suspension was then casted onto a piece of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). After the
solvent evaporated, an individual nanowire was picked up by a sharp probe mounted on an inhouse built micromanipulator, transferred to a measurement device and placed between two sideby-side suspended membranes. A small amount of reagent alcohol was dropped onto the
membranes covering the parts of the nanowire, and the alcohol evaporation process helped to make
an intimate contact between the nanowire and membranes to reduce the contact thermal
resistance.1,2 Then, electron beam induced deposition (EBID) was employed to locally deposit Pt/C
at the wire-suspended membrane contacts to further reduce the contact electrical and thermal
resistance.
Thermal and electrical measurements were conducted with a microdevice in a cryostat (Janis
CCS-400/204) under high vacuum (<1×10-6 mbar) following a well-established approach that has
been used to measure various types of one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures.3–6 The device consists
of two suspended silicon nitride membranes with integrated platinum electrodes and resistance
heaters/thermometers. The four electrodes enable four-point electrical conductance measurements.
For the thermal conductance measurement, Joule heat generated by direct current flowing through
the platinum resistor on the heating side can be transferred through the suspended silver nanowire
to the sensing side and increase the membrane temperature. By measuring the total Joule heat
generated at the heating side and temperature rises on both sides, the thermal conductance can be
obtained. A Wheatstone bridge scheme was adopted for the sensing side to improve measurement
sensitivity through rejecting the correlated temperature fluctuation in the cryostat.3 At each
temperature point, we first measured the electrical resistance and then conducted thermal
conductance measurement.
II. Effects of the contact thermal resistance between nanowires and suspended membranes
For metal nanowires with high electrical and thermal conductivities, the measurement results
are very sensitive to the contact resistance between the nanowires and suspended membranes in
our experimental scheme. For electrical measurements we adopted the four-point method so the
effects of contact electrical resistance could be neglected; however, for thermal measurements the
contact thermal resistance was still a concern even with EBID of Pt/C at the contacts. As shown
in Fig. S1, even with Pt/C depositions, the contact thermal resistance of the silver nanowire with
an outer-diameter of 125 nm could still lead to lower effective thermal conductivity, as evidenced
by the inconsistent effective thermal conductance extracted before and after a second round of
EBID. We note that this rather large contact thermal resistance could be due to that without EBID,
the rather rigid large diameter Ag nanowires only make intimate contacts at several points with
the not atomically smooth Pt electrodes. To minimize the effects from the contact thermal
resistance, we wetted the contacts between the nanowire and suspended membranes with reagent
alcohol, which, on evaporation, led to intimate contacts at the wire-membrane junctions.1,2 In
addition, we prepared wire samples with a long-suspended segment between the two suspended
membranes to increase the weight of the intrinsic wire resistance in the total measured value.
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Figure S1. Thermal conductance of a silver nanowire with an outer-diameter of 125 nm and a
suspended length of 33.7 µm. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the sample (a)
without Pt/C deposition, (b) with the first and (c) with the second round of EBID of Pt/C at the
wire-membrane contacts. (d) The measured thermal conductance increases significantly after the
first round of EBID, and still increases slightly after the second round of EBID. The enhancement
after the second round of EBID is within 10%. The scale bar in (a), (b) and (c) is 10 µm.
Based on a fin model,7 the contact thermal resistance (RCTR) with each membrane can be
expressed as
1
(S1)
𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
,
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where h is the heat transfer coefficient between the wire and membrane; κ is the wire thermal
conductivity; and Lcm is the contact length which was kept approximately the same for all samples
in our work. The fact that the second round of EBID does not alter the contact thermal resistance
ℎ𝑃𝑃

suggests that RCTR is independent of the contact length. In this case, tanh �𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅� ≈ 1, which
also holds for smaller wires with lower κ when Lcm is unchanged. Thus, for nanowires with
1
hydraulic diameter Dh < 89 nm, 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
. The ratio of RCTR to the intrinsic thermal resistance
√ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

of the wire (Rin = Ls/κA) is proportional to (κDh)1/2/Ls, which is lower for smaller wires.
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III. Bending effect
After the thermal and electrical measurement on a nanowire sample, we used a sharp probe to
create a kink defect at the middle of the nanowire and measured it again. The obtained thermal
and electrical conductivities for the nanowire without and with the artificial kink defect essentially
overlap with each other as shown in Fig. S2, which indicates that the effect of probe manipulation
on the transport properties of the wire is negligible in our work.

Figure S2. Examination of the effect of probe manipulation. A silver nanowire of 65 nm hydraulic
diameter (a) without and (b) with an artificial kink defect. (c, d) Thermal conductance and
electrical resistance before and after the kink is introduced. The scale bar in (a) and (b) is 10 μm.

IV. Cross-sectional area characterization
The cross-sectional area was measured following the method used for Ta2Pd3Se8 and NbSe3
nanowires.8,9 Fig. S3 shows the SEM micrographs (left panel) of the sample on the device and
cross-sectional images (right panel) for the four silver nanowires reported in the main paper.
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Figure S3. SEM images of measured samples on the device and cross-sectional view of the
samples. The cross-section at the right side corresponds to the sample shown at the left side. The
scale bar is 10 µm for the left panels and 50 nm for the right panels.

V. Cross-section cutting for contacted silver nanowires
Fig. S4a shows the cross contact between two silver nanowires after the transport property
measurement. EBID was done at the contact as shown in Fig. S4b. Then we transferred the contact
to a silicon substrate for cross-section cutting with a focused ion beam. The process revealed the
cross-sectional configuration, which was simultaneously examined by SEM with a tilted angle of
52o. Fig. S4c-f show the SEM images sequentially as the process proceeds to the junction of the
two wires.
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Figure S4. Cross-sectional images of the contact between two silver nanowires (65 nm hydraulic
diameter). The scale bar for (c)-(f) is the same.

VI. Experimental uncertainty
As the thermal and electrical resistivity were derived from the measured thermal conductance
(G) or electrical resistance (R), suspended length and cross-sectional area (A), based on the error
propagation rule the relatively uncertainties for the thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity
(ρ) are derived as
𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
𝜅𝜅

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
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The thermal conductance uncertainty mainly results from the electrical measurements, which is
evaluated using a Monte Carlo method. In our measurement, δG/G is ~2% above 100 K and ~3%
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below 100 K.10,11 The electrical resistance uncertainty comes from the linear fitting of measured
electrical voltage (V) versus current (I), which is calculated as
𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅 = �

∑(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 −𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 −𝑏𝑏)2
𝑛𝑛−2

𝑛𝑛

× �𝑛𝑛 ∑ 𝐼𝐼 2 �−(∑ 𝐼𝐼 )2,
𝑖𝑖

(S4)
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where b is the intercept and n is the number of measured data. The relative uncertainty of electrical
resistance becomes larger at low temperatures, which is ~0.5% at 50 K. The suspended length and
cross-sectional area were characterized from SEM imaging, which gives rise to an uncertainty of
2 µm in the length and a relatively uncertainty of 10% in the cross-sectional area. Based on Eq.
S2 and S3, the overall uncertainty of thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity is ~12% and
~11% for measured silver nanowires, respectively.

VII.

Electrical resistivity fitting with the Bloch-Grüneisen (BG) formula

Fig. S5 shows the measured electrical resistivity of the nanowires with Dh = 84 nm and 38 nm.
The solid fitting line is derived based on BG formula as
𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜌𝜌0 + 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒−𝑝𝑝ℎ (𝑇𝑇),
𝑇𝑇
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(S5)
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(S6)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ,

where ρ0 is the residual resistivity due to defect scattering that is temperature-independent, ρe-ph is
the resistivity arising from electron phonon (e-ph) interactions, αe-ph is a constant characterizing eph coupling, and ΘD is the Debye temperature.12 The parameters used for the fitting is listed in
the Table S1.

Table S1. The parameters used for the fitting line.
Dh (nm)

ΘD (K)

ρ0 (10-9 Ω-m)

αe-ph (10-8 Ω-m)

84

128

1.67

3.47

38

173

6.0

5.02
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Figure S5. Electrical resistivity of the nanowires with Dh = 84 nm and 38 nm.

VIII. Effects of phonons on the Lorenz number
As phonons still contribute a small portion to thermal transport in metals, the measured Lorenz
number is expressed as
𝐿𝐿 =

𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝ℎ +𝜅𝜅𝑒𝑒
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎

,

(S4)

where κph and κe are the lattice and electronic thermal conductivity, respectively; σ is the electrical
conductivity; and T is temperature. The phonon contribution to the overall thermal conductivity
of silver predicted from a density functional theory calculation is ~1.07% at 300 K.13 Using this
ratio the phonon thermal conductivity for bulk silver is ~4.6 W/m-K, which is assumed to be κph
for the nanowires. By subtracting the lattice thermal conductivity, the Lorenz number purely due
to electron transport (Le) can be derived as 𝜅𝜅𝑒𝑒 /𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎. As shown in Fig. S6, the calculated Le, instead
of being independent with size, increases as the wire diameter decreases, which suggests that
phonon contribution without considering elastic stiffening cannot account for the Lorenz number
enhancement in smaller wires.
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Figure S6. Calculated electronic Lorenz number at room temperature by subtracting the lattice
thermal conductivity of bulk silver.

IX. Young’s modulus derivation
Fig. S7 shows the measured Young’s modulus (E) data for penta-twined silver nanowires with
the third order polynomial fitting. The outer-diameter for the four nanowires with Dh = 84 nm, 65
nm, 52 nm and 38 nm is 96 nm, 72 nm, 58 nm and 42 nm, which corresponds to the fitted Young’s
modulus of 1, 1.11, 1.33 and 1.71 times the bulk value, respectively.14

Figure S7. Extraction of the Young’s modulus for the four nanowires with Dh = 84 nm, 65 nm,
52 nm and 38 nm, which correspond to outer diameters of 96 nm, 72 nm, 58 nm and 42 nm,
respectively.
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